Tokyo, 23 June 2014: As part of our effort to make Narita our customers’ choice airport, we continue to provide a more convenient environment to accommodate our corporate jet customers.

In recent years, a greater proportion of our customers are using B737, A320 and other large aircraft as corporate jets, and these now make up approximately 10% of our total corporate jet traffic. Until recently, we had only one stand available for large corporate jets. Now, from 26 June 2014, we will be able to provide a maximum of three stands for this purpose, made possible by converting part of the existing stands into multifunction stands. This will give us greater flexibility in our operations to meet a diverse range of needs.

Furthermore, a new access road is slated to be opened in September this year between the Terminal Area – where the Business Aviation Terminal is located – and the Maintenance Area – where the corporate jet stands have been installed – to provide a second access route. Corporate jet customers will thus be able to travel between these areas efficiently without being blocked by slower service vehicles. The travel time will be dramatically shortened from approximately 16 minutes to 8 minutes, further adding to the user convenience.

We will continue on with our initiatives to encourage greater corporate jet use.
Locations of the Corporate Jet Stands and the New Access Route

Circles indicate newly installed (2) stands. White aircraft represent existing stands.